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**ARTISTS DRAWING OF PROPOSED PLANETARIUM— Plans for a new planetarium have been completed and all work approximately $350,000, which will be used for the planetarium before it can be built.**

**Need Alumni Funds To Build Proposed Planetarium at MSU**

A new planetarium may be built on the campus of Michigan State University if $350,000 in donations from alumni can be raised. The planetarium will be located in the basement of Jenison Fieldhouse, and the MSU Development Fund is seeking alumni donations.

**Negroes Demand Rights**

**Police Raid S. African Towns, Arrest Potential Strike Leaders**

OAKLAND, Calif. — Police Wednesday night arrested 11 people in the town of Kadoka, South Dakota, and other areas of the Dakotas and Minnesota.

**By Weather Forecast**

**Space Station Manned**

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.—PLACEMENT—The Telstar booster missions with Mercury capsule is shown in its garage during preparations for its scheduled Friday launching. Bad weather delayed the shot until Wednesday and astronaut Alan B. Shepard was allowed to watch Thursday's launch (2d February).

---

**House Approves Passage Of Minimum Wage Bill**

WASHINGTON, D.C.—House approval of a $1-an-hour minimum wage bill to protect all American workers was a combination of expect the conservative coalition that did not favor the bill, according to U.S. Rep. Charles A. Wilkins, D-Mich., who praised the action.

**Cape Canaveral, Fla.—PLA—SPACE Mans TRANSPORTATION—The Telstar booster mission with Mercury capsule is shown in its garage during preparations for its scheduled Friday launching. Bad weather delayed the shot until Wednesday and astronaut Alan B. Shepard was allowed to watch Thursday's launch (2d February).**

---

**Holland Boy Admits Rifle Slaying**

KADUGA, S.D.—A 14-year-old boy at least 11 of Kennedy's "big three" social legislative proposals. He said the late president wanted it in the bill and wanted it as a bonfire for the conservative coalition that did not favor the bill, according to U.S. Rep. Charles A. Wilkins, D-Mich., who praised the action.

**The MINIMUM wage bill is expected to pass the Senate in May.**
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**26 Bodies Found in Conger River**
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Ah, Summer... State’s Top Vacation Areas Draw Students

By CARL ALBRIGHT
State News Feature Writer

(First of a two-part series) It’s the time of the year when everyone has one thought: summer vacation. Many students will be heading to the beaches, but probably the last place you would think to go is to the Kalamazoo river, reaching out to offer visitors from a large section of the state the finest municipal beaches, and a summer playhouse that attracts many state and city parks, and offers vacationers comfort and recreation.

The Kalamazoo river, along the Lake Michigan coastline, is one of the most popular vacation areas to the residents of the state. It has been known for its beauty and serenity, and offers a wide variety of activities for all ages. The river is ideal for swimming, fishing, canoeing, and boating. It also has some of the best kayaking and rafting in the state.

The Kalamazoo river is a popular destination for vacationers from all over the state. It is known for its scenic beauty, and offers a variety of activities for all ages. It is a great place to go for a family vacation, or to simply relax and enjoy the outdoors.
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Fraine, U. of Wisconsin, Speaks to Accountants

Editor of the Journal of Prac
tical Accountancy, Harold G. Fraine, is to
make a talk on "The Importance of Accoun
ting" on May 19 to the National Com
city, Iowa. He is the first
selling a book on investments practices, and
real estate and corporate
books.
Fraine, a professor of Ac
Family and students of the
University of Wisconsin, Monday evening.
At least 200 people are expected to
the topic of Fraine's talk.
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Why are some girls prouder of their rings than others?

It's because it comes in a box, and it's a metal ring. This is what some people think: that a girl is"proud of her ring" because it's expensive. But the reality is that these rings are mass-produced and sold at a lower price. The real value of a ring is not in its price, but in the memories and emotions that come with it. A ring made with love and care will always be more valuable than one made for profit. So the next time you see someone showing off their ring, remember that the real value is in the story behind it, not the price tag.
Goodburne Elected President of Vets

By LARRY GlYER

President of the student body, Donald Goodburne, junior, Lansing, will hold the office of president for two years. He succeeds Larry Smidt, sophomore, East Lansing.

The election was held Friday afternoon in the Student Center. There were 10 candidates for the office of president.

The student body consists of 2,340 members. There are 100 members in the student body, which is divided into four sections.

The other candidates for the office of president were: Thomas McLaughlin, sophomore, Okemos; James Vandegrift, junior, Lansing; and Robert Smith, senior, East Lansing.

The election was held in the Student Center, and the winner was announced immediately.
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Remains Can Cause Damage

Liberalism ‘Bankrupt’

Optiz Tells Conservatives

In a speech today, Dr. James Optiz, Lansing, who is a conservative, stated that liberalism is “bankrupt.”

He said that liberalism has failed to solve the problems of government, and that it has resulted in a “dilapidated society.”

He also said that liberalism has led to a “lack of moral values” and a “contradiction between the government and the people.”
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New Lavoris Oral Spray... they call it "Kiss Mist" on campuses across the nation! "Kiss Mist" is doing what dentips in Forget for newly drilled teeth! Every other day... every other week... every other month! "Kiss Mist" is doing what dentips in Forget for newly drilled teeth! Every other day... every other week... every other month!

You expect variety and you get it!

Ronberg and Jack Nutter, are part of State's posted a .604 figure. His teams have won 518 this season and gone almost two games before losing. In fact, his... his teams have won 518 this season and gone almost two games before losing. In fact, his...

A pair of sophomore right-handers, Gary and Jack Nutter, are part of State's posted a .604 figure. His teams have won 518 this season and went almost two games before losing. In fact, his... his teams have won 518 this season and went almost two games before losing. In fact, his...

Muffler Clinic No. 2... where leaders belong — with a guarantee to you... extra heavy... colors... materials. Choose one now to make Mother's Day a memorable one.

They call it "Kiss Mist"

THE NEW SURE BREATH FRESHENER FOR PEOPLE WHO LIKE TO BE LIKE!

New Lavoris Oral Spray... they call it "Kiss Mist" on campuses across the nation! "Kiss Mist" is doing what dentips in Forget for newly drilled teeth! Every other day... every other week... every other month! "Kiss Mist" is doing what dentips in Forget for newly drilled teeth! Every other day... every other week... every other month!

They say that breath mints and gums can't do! New Lavoris Oral Spray freshens breath—kills odor-causing germs on contact! Comes in a carry-with-you bottle for handy for pocket or purse.
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LODZ, Poland—A British diplo­mat who was convicted of being a spy for the Soviet Union was released from prison today, British sources said. The man, George Blake, 38 years old, was sentenced to 20 years in prison in 1961.

The British authorities said today that George Blake, who was released from prison today, was not a spy. Blake, who was convicted of being a spy for the Soviet Union, had been sentenced to 20 years in prison in 1961.
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